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Abstract5

In this paper, we introduce Super Luminal (”xLumi”), a new payment channel6

protocol for blockchain systems. xLumi is a simple unidirectional payment channel7

that can be extended to a bidirectional payment channel or a complete network.8

xLumi guarantees the security of the payment channel’s funds by using a simple9

set of mathematical rules that can be easily implemented on any blockchain with10

the necessary infrastructure. We also give the detailed implementation methods of11

this idea using V Systems contract systems in this paper.12

1 Introduction13

Since the introduction of blockchain technology, first used by the Bitcoin protocol and14

subsequently by a large number of protocols [16, 21], scalability has been a popular topic15

of discussion [13, 5]. Blockchain transactions typically are associated with high costs, and16

their maximum transaction throughput is too low to use as the main payment method17

globally. Reaching consensus requires every participating node in the blockchain to store18

the entire transaction history, making fees necessary to prevent spam. Larger block sizes19
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offer higher throughput but do not alleviate the problem of wasted storage space while20

introducing further security and sustainability concerns.21

One proposed solution to this problem is payment channels: a second layer solution to the22

blockchain scalability issue. Second layer protocols augment blockchain protocols without23

changing anything in the underlying blockchain. The payment channels attempt to take24

the majority of transactions off-chain and settle the final state with a single on-chain25

transaction. Only the two involved parties of any payments are required to know the26

details of their transactions, so it is unnecessary for the entire blockchain to know every27

single transaction that happened between them. It is possible for transacting parties to28

continue to pay each other, delaying the final settlement to a single on-chain transaction29

when they are satisfied with the final state. This can drastically reduce the money and30

time needed to perform all the transactions, resulting in lower on-chain stresses.31

1.1 Lightning Network32

One of the more well known applications that resulted from payment channels are pay-33

ment channel networks such as the Lightning Network [17, 18]. The Lightning Network34

allows all parties to use other opened payment channels as hubs of financial capacity to35

pay anyone else on the network reachable through the channels the sender’s node is con-36

nected to. Lightning reduces the need to open a payment channel with every party on the37

network you plan to transact with, further reducing the number of on-chain transactions38

and reducing the cost and time required for transactions. It turns payment channels39

from involving only two parties into a method of doing transactions with anyone within40

a network. If the Lightning Network expands sufficiently, it can potentially become the41

main method of paying people in any blockchain protocol.42

Despite the Lightning Network whitepaper being very clear in design of how it will utilise43

payment channels in theory, the Lightning network appears to come with significant dis-44

advantages that hinder it from being highly adopted [15]. The Lightning Network’s most45

obvious disadvantage is that everyone along your path to the party you are transacting46
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with must be online and behave as expected when you decide to make your transac-47

tion, otherwise you would have to find a different path. The method of routing and48

implementing fees are discussed extensively [18, 8].49

This could potentially be solved by several large organisations providing stable central50

hubs that have payment channels with a large number of users, this opens up to the51

protocol being significantly more centralised than it would like to be. The network52

also appears to be vulnerable to flood attacks, whereby attackers flood a large amount of53

channels by generating lots of transactions at the same time. This may cause the network54

to be unable to confirm some claiming transactions. If the attack is sustained for long55

enough, the claiming transactions may expire, causing the claimant to lose their funds,56

and the attacker will be able to obtain the rest of the funds in the payment channel. [10].57

1.2 Sidechains58

Sidechains are another proposed method of solving scalability issues in blockchain pro-59

tocols [2]. Due to the nature of how changes to blockchain protocols are made, it is60

very difficult to change any part of it. It requires a very high threshold of community61

consensus, and often come with some backlash from users. Sidechains seek to solve this62

problem through a two-way peg between two blockchains, allowing users to transfer main63

chain coins for coins on this sidechain and vice versa, usually at a set exchange rate.64

This means that it would be possible for main chain users to utilise the advantages of65

the sidechain without the need to change the main chain’s protocol. Of course, it is66

not possible to truly transfer main chain coins to the sidechain, so the current method67

adopted is to send the coins to a main chain address that essentially locks up the coins68

and issues the corresponding number of coins on the other chain.69

This usually comes in the form of a multi-gateway releasing a coin on the sidechain once70

a coin has been sent to it, and vice versa. This is useful in that transactions can be per-71

formed on the sidechain as if they had currency from the main chain. Since the sidechain72

may provide some useful services, such as allowing more powerful smart contracts or73
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faster transaction speeds, sidechains should store all of the states of its parent chain and74

ideally it would be no different to having the main chain’s functionality extended. In75

the case of DEX’s (decentralised exchanges), a similar technique of locking and releasing76

coins on different chains is used, however, DEX’s are simply separate blockchains that77

utilises two-way pegs with many chains to allow trade between them, and does not store78

their states.79

RSK [14] is a Bitcoin sidechain, aiming to enable turing complete smart contracts, and80

faster transaction confirmations. There are security concerns for sidechains due to a81

difference in computing power between the parent chain and its child chains. Child82

chains typically have significantly less computing power to maintain consensus, opening83

up the possibility for miners in the parent chain to attack child chains. RSK currently84

solves these security issues, including the job of locking up and releasing coins on each85

blockchain, by utilising a trusted third party. This is of course, not ideal, as a third party86

introduces an extra point of weakness in the protocol.87

1.3 Statechains88

Another recent attempt in this space are Statechains, which introduces a trusted third89

party into payment channels [20], taking away a number of disadvantages of payment90

channels. In Statechains, trusted third parties ensure that the final state of the payment91

channels are correct and therefore, in theory it should be impossible to cheat as long as92

these trusted third parties act honestly. The protocol solves the routing and capacity93

problems that can be seen in the Lightning Network, as the routes are dealt with by a94

mediator. The disadvantage of Statechains is that they introduce a third party which95

can potentially steal by colluding with previous holders of the coins. However, collusion96

is provable in the Statechain design and if it happens, the third party will lose their97

trusted status in the network. Other users going through the dishonest third party can98

immediately close their payment channels on the chain and minimize their losses. A99

second unique disadvantage of Statechains is that the proposed method of transferring100

funds involve handing over private keys of specific UTXOs. This means that the protocol101
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can only support the transfer of entire UTXOs (Unspent Transaction Outputs), which102

can be a real issue when trying to send over specific amounts of tokens, since parties may103

not have UTXOs of that value.104

1.4 Scaling Blockchain105

There have been many ideas and implementations over the years to improve blockchain106

protocols, extending their usages and improving transaction processing capacity. Beyond107

what we have already discussed, blockchain as a technology has made tremendous progress108

throughout the years. The number of breakthroughs are vast and it would be impossible109

to discuss them all within a single Whitepaper, however, a few other noteworthy protocols110

that inspired the creation of xLumi are, a protocol similar to Bitcoin’s Lightning Network111

called the Raiden Network [1] built on Ethereum, or the Duplex Micropayment Channel112

network [7] which utilises pairs of unidirectional payment channels to create a network.113

The biggest advantage of the aforementioned methods is that they do not require any114

changes to the protocol. They solve the scalability issues by taking transactions away115

from the main chain, and settle them in some other fashion, such as locally or on a116

sidechain, although they often introduce a number of new security concerns.117

There appears to often be a trade off between security and scalability. Bitcoin provides a118

good example of this trade off; its core consensus mechanism, Proof of Work (POW), is119

considered extremely robust and the 51% attack being deemed infeasible. Proof of Work’s120

current limitation is that it uses a large amount of computing power and storage space,121

and is therefore extremely difficult to scale. There are many areas where increasing a122

blockchain protocol’s security reduces its scalability. Although a lot of security issues can123

be circumvented without sacrificing scalability and performance by employing a trusted124

third party. While the use of trusted third parties is potentially a good trade off in certain125

situations, there needs to be a lot more considerations when using them, in particular,126

the result of dishonest behaviour should be known, and losses must be kept within reason.127

To address some of these issues, Super Luminal (”xLumi”), a new protocol for creating128
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payment channels is introduced in this paper. xLumi can be used by any blockchain129

protocols that can store simple states values, therefore, most blockchains that allow130

smart contracts on their platform should be able to use xLumi. This protocol will be a131

unidirectional payment channel, such that the funds can only flow in one direction. The132

stored states will ensure the security of the funds and uniqueness of the payment channel133

states.134

While xLumi has its own advantages and disadvantages with regards to scalability, there is135

one extra barrier that blockchain communities must consider when introducing protocols:136

How easy is it to implement and use? Some key ideas that drives xLumi’s design is137

clarity of design and ease of use for users. xLumi’s simplicity allows any blockchain with138

suitable functionality to implement it. While current implementations of xLumi is very139

simple, it can be easily expanded to allow for more complex use cases.140

We will be going through some necessary concepts to understand the design of xLumi141

in the Section 2, and go into more detailed explanations in Section 3. The current142

implementation of the new unidirectional payment channel is described in Section 4, and143

some possible extensions to the protocol are discussed in Section 5. We will give some144

usage cases in Section 6, and conclude our protocol in Section 7.145

2 Basic Concepts146

In the following section, necessary concepts and their features are described in detail.147

The first part deals with the fundamental properties of blockchain digital signatures, and148

readers who are familiar with the topic of digital signatures should be free to skip Section149

2.1. Section 2.2 gives an insight into our motivations for developing a new payment150

channel protocol, hopefully making the design decisions of the protocol clearer for the151

reader.152
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2.1 Digital Signatures and Its Usage in Blockchain Systems153

Digital signature schemes are mathematical schemes which are used to verify the authen-154

ticity of digital messages or documents. A valid signature gives the recipients a strong155

assurance that the message or document was agreed on by a known sender. At the156

same time, it also helps to verify that the message was not changed in transit. These157

give the digital signature two important properties: authenticity and integrity. With158

these reasons, digital signature schemes have constructed the digital world in last several159

decades, and it is also fundamental to blockchain systems..160

In general, digital signature comes in two parts, the message and the signature.161

(M,Sign(M)) (1)162

The exact method of signing M is what distinguishes particular signature schemes from163

each other, each having their own strengths and weaknesses.164

Some prerequisites are required to get digital signatures. A key generation algorithm is165

needed to get a secret key (which is kept private, and is used to sign messages) and public166

key (known by the recipients/public to verify the messages).167

Some crucial properties in the digital signatures that are used in blockchain systems are:168

1. Verifiable sender, signatures generated by a particular sender must be distinguish-169

able from any other senders except with negligible probability.170

2. Unique signatures, distinct messages must generate distinct signatures to ensure171

messages are distinguishable except with negligible probability.172

3. Authenticity of the message, it should be impossible for anyone other than the173

sender to change the message and still have a valid signature except with negligible174

probability.175

Several well established cryptographic signature schemes have these properties proven176

through extensive usage. Including DSA [19] which relies on the difficulty of the discrete177
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logarithm problem, Bitcoin’s ECDSA [11], and other signature schemes that use the178

Elliptic Curve discrete logarithm problem such as EdDSA [12].179

Remark 1. Signing the same message with different secret keys will get distinguishable180

signatures. Different messages signed by the same secret key will get distinguishable181

signatures too. In some cryptographic signature schemes, the same message signed by182

the same secret key will also get distinguishable signatures by using a random nonce.183

Remark 2. One important feature in most blockchain systems is that messages signed184

by individual users can only be used as a valid information once. For instance, the same185

transaction from the sender to the recipient can only be recorded as valid transaction186

once. Digital signatures makes ensuring this property extremely simple and is currently187

the most widely chosen method to represent blockchain transactions.188

2.2 Payment Channel Usages and Challenges189

It is still debated by blockchain communities whether it is essential to increase the max-190

imum throughput of blockchains by speeding up the transaction verification, expanding191

the block size to support more transactions in one block or some other change in the192

underlying protocol. Some of these debates have ended in hard forks of the protocols,193

the most noteworthy being Bitcoin forks such as Bitcoin Cash or Bitcoin SV. One of194

the critical debate points is the method to judge the type of information that should be195

recorded in the blockchain database. There are several on-chain solutions to control or196

improve the blockchain database, and some of which have been implemented in many197

projects, but the effectiveness of these solutions remains to be seen. Another direction of198

solutions is using off-chain ideas in order to keep some information offline. These solutions199

will be helpful in on-chain database storage problems, privacy and on-chain network load200

problems, but it can also weaken the security of blockchain transactions when compared201

to recording everything on-chain.202

Payment channel protocols is one of these off-chain solutions to improve user experience203

when using the blockchain. The key idea of most payment channel protocols is to keep204
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only important states on-chain while high-frequency interactions remain offline. The205

interaction between the on-chain and off-chain states give developers a large amount206

of room to draw from imagination and several excellent ideas were born to solve the207

challenges blockchain protocols face. One popular implementation of payment channels208

is the punishment payment channel, which is one of the first proposed payment channel209

protocols. This method is also what is used in the Bitcoin Lightning Network.210

Using the Lighting Network payment channel as an example, the basic idea for this211

payment channel is that by using a 2-party multi-signature wallet, either party can sign212

transactions offline that output different amounts to the two parties. The correct state213

of the payment channel is ensured by punishing parties that attempt to broadcast old214

states. If one of the two parties attempts to cheat by broadcasting an older state, the215

protocol allows the other party to obtain all the funds in the channel, the details of which216

are described in [17]. The details of the procedures to use a punishment payment channel217

is presented in Figure 1.218

Remark 3. There are several methods that can manage multi-owner assets. One basic idea219

is the multi-signature or threshold signature, another commonly used idea in blockchain220

systems with contracts is to use contract states with extra conditional controls.221
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Create Channel

Create a 2-of-2 multi-signature wallet

Obtain a refund transaction

Fund the multi-signature wallet

Use the payment channel offline

Offline Transactions

Create a transitory key

(some generated secret)

Sign a payment transaction

Pass valid signature

to other party

Exchange tansitory

keys of old states

Closing the channel

Broadcast the latest

payment transaction

Check if state

is correct

End
Broadcast same transac-

tion with transitory key

Broadcasting party

Non-broadcasting party

Yes No

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the punishment payment channel. The protocol including
three parts: create channel, offline transactions and closing the channel. Broadcasting
the transaction with the transitory key allows the party to obtain all the funds in the
channel.

The Punishment payment channel is a useful example in the design of the on-chain and222

off-chain interaction in payment channel protocols, but it also presents many challenges223

for users. For example, long-standing payment channels require a large amount of storage224

space as the number of transactions build up. Since it is necessary to store the transitory225
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key of every transaction that isn’t the latest one. However, it has been suggested that226

it is possible to use certain tricks to reduce the number of keys that users need to store,227

such as ensuring the transitory keys form a hash tree such that keys lower on the tree228

can be computed instead of needing to be stored [9].229

It is also argued that the cheating party may not intentionally have done so, software230

bugs or accidents may cause the party to lose the latest transaction, which may result231

in either, the payment channel users being unable to close the channel, or to close the232

channels with an old state. Since using an old state to close the channel could cause them233

to lose their funds, this is not a viable option.234

The next issue is that the level of punishment is not the same across payment channels,235

and depends entirely on how much funds were in the channel in the first place, and how236

much of those funds belongs to each party in the final state. A user’s incentive to cheat237

depends entirely on the evaluation between the risk and reward, it is possible for the238

state of the channel to be in a position where the risk for one party is very limited while239

cheating successfully is very rewarding.240

The large number of interactions at every transaction necessary to ensure the security of241

the funds in the payment channel is also not ideal. Each interaction creates more places242

where faults can appear.243

These challenges and issues give us the motivation to design a new protocol that will be244

helpful in solving some of the problems or improve the user experience when compared245

to the punishment payment channel protocol. In the next section, we will provide the246

details of the design in this protocol.247

3 xLumi: a Unidirectional Payment Channel Proto-248

col249

Having introduced the punishment payment channel, it should be noted that it can250

be used as either a unidirectional payment channel or a bidirectional payment channel.251
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Using similar ideas, the unidirectional punishment payment channel would only require252

the payer to be punished, since newer states will always have a larger payment amount253

to the recipient, broadcasting old states can only benefit the payer.254

Unidirectional payment channels can be achieved using a number of different ideas, in255

this paper, a unidirectional payment channel protocol named xLumi is introduced that256

utilises a set of simple mathematical constraints to ensure its security.257

3.1 Details of xLumi258

Compared to current implementations of punishment payment channels on Lighting Net-259

work, xLumi ensures the correct state of the payment channel without the need to punish260

malicious parties. By using smart contracts to store state variables and control the funds,261

the correct state can be ensured. This drastically reduces the complexity of payment chan-262

nels and also reduces the number of interactions and storage of keys required at every263

transaction.264

An xLumi channel stores two on-chain values that ensure the security of the funds in the265

payment channel. There is also one extra important value hidden from the blockchain,266

the accumulated payment amount. If the implementation requires it, another state value267

of expiration timestamp can be added to allow the channel to expire, this is not strictly268

necessary as an indefinitely valid payment channel can be useful in certain scenarios.269
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We define three variables that are used in this protocol:270

• X: Accumulated Load271

• Y : Accumulated Collect272

• Z: Accumulated Payment (off-chain)273

These variables all form step functions with respect to time (each transaction represents274

a step), and it is important to note that they are all increasing monotone functions. We275

ensure that X ≥ Z ≥ Y . X, Y and Z may have several intersections. The receiver276

can collect a maximum of the amount the payer has deposited into the channel, but can277

only collect as much as the payer has given them the signature for. The payer is able278

to increase the amount they deposit into the channel, and signed transactions above the279

current amount deposited should be ignored by the recipient.280

amount

time

y1

t1

y2

t3

y3

t5

x1

t0

x2

t2

x3

t4 t5
0

Accumulated Offline Payment

Accumulated Collected

Accumulated Load

Figure 2: Evolution of xLumi’s variables over time. Each step represents a transaction.
The blue line represents the accumulated load X, the orange line represents the accumu-
lated offline payment Z, and the black line represents the accumulated collected Y . The
green points represents the on-chain transactions by the payer. The red points represent
the on-chain transactions by the recipient.

The key features of xLumi can be seen here, while every step in the variables shows a281

transaction, the amount sent (orange) happens offline, which means repeated payments282
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can be done without paying blockchain transaction fees. Depositing and withdrawing283

from an xLumi contract are settled on-chain, the transactions shown in Figure 2, shows284

the number of on-chain transactions are greatly reduced. The special transactions labelled285

at t1, t3 and t5 represents collect transactions by the recipient, this is where the recipient286

obtains the funds sent to them offline.287

Each offline payment transaction happens by the payer signing a payment message and288

passing it to the recipient. Collecting payments involve the recipient broadcasting the289

payer’s signature to the blockchain, despite the signature being broadcast by the recipient,290

the properties of digital signatures which are described in 2.1, allow both the recipient291

and the blockchain to be sure that the payment transaction was indeed intended by the292

payer.293

The number of coloured circles represent the the total number of transactions that are294

recorded on-chain. While the number of offline payments has no limits during the time295

which the payment channel persists. Once the payer signs a new payment, any old296

signatures can be deleted, regardless of how many transactions the payment channel is297

utilised for, the essential information does not exceed a single signature.298

There must also be a method of distinguishing between payment channels and their299

states. It is possible to use a variety of state variables for this purpose, as long as it300

is guaranteed to be unique. For example, the transaction to open a contract may have301

unique transaction IDs, or unique indexes.302

The requirement that the amount paid to the recipient can only increase gives a neat303

way to ensure only newer states are broadcast without requiring some state index, the304

latest state is simply always the one with the largest amount paid. This also ensures the305

signature of every valid payment message is unique, since it is useless for the payer to306

sign a message with the same paid value for a later state. In xLumi, it is not necessary307

to rely on punishments or third parties to enforce final states, if the recipient party can308

produce a signed payment message with a higher paid value, then they can always change309

the state.310
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xLumi reduces the problem of settling new states and solving the requirement of unique-311

ness to a simple set of mathematical rules the payment channel must follow, and does312

not depend on interactions between the parties utilising the channel. The Figure 3 shows313

the details of steps needed to utilise an xLumi payment channel.314

Create Channel

Open and fund the payment channel

Use the payment channel offline

Offline Transactions

Sender generates a

valid payment signature

Pass valid signature to recipient

Closing the channel

Broadcast a close

channel transaction

Broadcast correctly signed pay-

ment transactions to contract

Sender

Recipient

Figure 3: Flow diagram of unidirectional payment channel protocol

To see how funds are kept secure by simply ensuring three values do not decrease, we will315

first give a simple example in Section 3.2 and the details of the implementation will be316

given in Section 4.317
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3.2 Unidirectional Payment Channel Example318

We will start with opening payment channel and funding 10 Coins into it, the initial state319

will be:320

Offline States
Payment Channel States

Time Alice Bob On-chain

Accumulated Load 10 Coins t0 0 Coins 10 Coins Yes
Accumulated Payment 0 Coins

Expiration Time 14:00:00, May 1, 2021
Owner Address Bob’s Address

Recipient Address Alice’s Address

Once the payment channel has been opened on the blockchain, Bob can begin to pay321

Alice offline using signed transactions. The amount of information in the transaction is322

very small, containing only a signature and the payment amount.323

SignB(”Total paid to Alice: 1 Coin”)

The payment channel state remains the same after the offline interaction, since the324

blockchain does not know Bob has paid Alice. Alice now simply has a signature, which325

acts as a promise that she will be paid 1 coin when she broadcasts the signature. The326

validity and contents of the signature is easily verified due to the properties of signed327

messages described in 2.1.328

Offline States
Payment Channel States

Time Alice Bob On-chain

Accumulated Load 10 Coins t0 0 Coins 10 Coins Yes
Accumulated Payment 0 Coins t1 1 Coins 9 Coins No

Expiration Time 14:00:00, May 1, 2021
Owner Address Bob’s Address

Recipient Address Alice’s Address

It is entirely up to Alice whether she wishes to pay the transaction fee involved in updating329

the state of the payment channel, as long as she updates the state before the channel330

closes, the 1 coin is safely hers.331

If Bob wishes to pay Alice another Coin, he must sign another transaction.332

SignB(”Total paid to Alice: 2 Coins”)
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Here the two coins represent the total amount Bob wishes to pay Alice. This may be in333

exchange for some service or product given to Bob.334

Alice can choose whether or not to broadcast this transaction and pay a transaction fee.335

If she chooses to do so, she will update the state of the channel to:336

Offline States
Payment Channel States

Time Alice Bob On-chain

Accumulated Load 10 Coins t0 0 Coins 10 Coins Yes
Accumulated Payment 2 Coins t1 1 Coins 9 Coins No

Expiration Time 14:00:00, May 1, 2021 t2 2 Coins 8 Coins Yes
Owner Address Bob’s Address

Recipient Address Alice’s Address

Since the Accumulated Load of the channel can only increase, Alice will be convinced337

by Bob’s signed transactions as long as they are for 10 Coins or less. It is impossible338

for Alice to take funds from Bob that he didn’t give the signature for. The funds are339

controlled by the payment channel, and Bob will always receive (AccumulatedLoad −340

AccumulatedPayment) Coins back once the channel closes.341

Recipients of funds from an xLumi channel can settle transactions to the chain before342

the channel closes without affecting the security of the funds. This may be necessary in343

order to minimise the opportunity cost of using the payment channel for the recipient.344

The next section describes the current implementation of the VSYS xLumi contract, but345

it is by no means the only way of implementing this type of payment channel. The346

implementation of the channel will depend completely on its intended use, and some347

possible extensions will be discussed in the Section 5348

4 Implementation349

V Systems smart contracts have unique IDs based on their contract registration transac-350

tion ID that acts as special contract accounts that are able to store coins or tokens. The351

smart contract then has control over the coins or tokens based on its functions. Users352

interact with these contracts through transactions that execute the code stored on the353

blockchain.354
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The payment channel contract can be thought of as serving the function of a traditional355

financial institution. Funds deposited into the contract is reflected in the state of the356

blockchain, and deposited funds become part of the contract’s balance. Within the con-357

tract, the funds can be utilized within a given set of rules. These rules are transparent358

and can be viewed by any party.359

Figure 4 shows the flow of funds between the xLumi channel’s user, the contract account360

and its underlying channel. Token.function() represents a call to the token contract,361

and Channel.function() represents a call to the channel contract. Calling any functions362

within the channel contract changes the state of its underlying channel.363

Token/System Contract

Payment Channel Contract

User Account

Token.Deposit() Token.Withdraw()

Contract Account

Recipient Contract BalanceSender Contract Balance

Channel.Create()

Channel.Load()
Channel.Unload() Channel.CollectPayment()

Channel

Channel.ExpireTime()Channel.Abort()

Figure 4: Flow diagram of the unidirectional Payment channel protocol implementation
in V Systems. Arrows represent the possible flow of funds. Each Channel.function()
call changes the state of the channel.

4.1 Details of Implementation364

xLumi’s V Systems Smart Contract will record the amount already collected from the365

contract, and future signed offline transactions must give an amount larger than this. This366
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feature allows the recipient to collect funds to their own account and settle that transac-367

tion on the blockchain without having to close the payment channel. The recipient exe-368

cutes the smart contract Channel.CollectPayment() function, with the signed payment369

message as input which contains the payment amount information, and (amount− State.collected)370

number of VSYS Coins or VSYS tokens will be transferred to the recipient’s contract bal-371

ance. The state value State.collected will then be updated to the newest amount. This372

differs from other implementations of payment channels that settle the state and dis-373

tribute funds only once the payment channel is closed. The recipient is allowed to take374

funds out of the xLumi channel whenever they wish, without closing the payment channel375

This also means that the payer cannot unload their funds until the xLumi channel is376

closed, but the channel will allow them to store increasingly large amounts of funds.377

This ensures that the recipient knows at least how many tokens are contained within the378

channel, and the payer cannot cheat by signing an offline transaction, then withdrawing379

all the funds from the channel. However, since the payer is the owner of the channel,380

they can close the payment channel whenever they wish, once closed, there is a grace381

period of several days in which the funds will still be locked, and the recipient is still382

allowed to collect any remaining signed transactions they have yet to broadcast. After383

this grace period, funds remaining in the contract can be unloaded by the owner/payer384

of the channel.385

The recipient should continuously monitor the status of the channel, in case the payer386

decides to abort the channel, the recipient should collect any uncollected funds within the387

grace period, therefore, the recipient should confirm the state of the contract at least388

once every grace period. Although, should they wish to continue using the channel389

without having to open a new one, the payer is allowed to extend the expiration time of390

the channel, and load more funds into it.391
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4.2 Example of xLumi Contract Use392

In this section we will be giving a graphical example of an xLumi contract. Figure 5393

mimics an xLumi contract being used, clearly showing online and offline transactions.394
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(a) The changes in contract states through a number of user interac-
tions.
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(b) The difference between total transactions and the number of
transactions recorded on the blockchain.

Figure 5: An example of the evolution of states of an xLumi contract through time. The
green dots represent on-chain transactions by the payer. The red dots represent on-chain
transactions by the recipient. The green area is the grace period after the payer aborts.

Payer creates the channel at t0 with x1 loaded amount. From ∆t, payer pays ∆z to395

recipient every ∆t. At t1, recipient collects y1 from the channel. After that, the Payer396

loads x2 − x1 to the channel at t2 and changes the accumulated load to x2. Payer397

then extends the expiration time at t3. Payer aborts the channel at t4 and updates the398

expiration time to t6. Recipient observes the the payer broadcasting an abort transaction399

and collects the last y2 − y1 amount from the channel at t5. The final amount recipient400

collected from the channel is y2. Finally the Payer unloads x2 − y2 from the channel. At401
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time t6 the total number of transaction fees saved is 11.402

5 Extensions403

The design decisions made for the V Systems implementation of xLumi were driven by404

two main factors: ease of use, and security of funds. It is posed as an open question405

to the reader if there are ways to add useful features to the payment channel without406

compromising these two factors.407

5.1 Bidirectional Payment Channel408

The simplest method of creating a two-way payment channel using this protocol is to409

open two unidirectional payment channels in both directions. If we truly wanted to only410

utilise one payment channel, the implementation must change significantly.411

One possible way to turn this into a two-way payment channel protocol is by taking412

the idea from how some implementations of the lightning Network intends to use the413

Eltoo update [6] to the Bitcoin protocol. The basic idea is to allow newer transactions414

to overwrite the state of payment channel, this way, even if a malicious party attempts415

to broadcast an older transaction, the other party can simply overwrite the state by416

broadcasting a newer transaction. This can be done by adding another index value that417

is only allowed to increase, if a new transaction to update the state of the payment418

channel is broadcast, it will only overwrite the state if it has a higher index value than419

the previous transaction.420

If this were to be done, several features of xLumi would need to be changed. Firstly,421

since this would be a two-way payment channel, it would become impossible for either422

party to take funds out before the payment channel closes. Secondly, in a bidirectional423

payment channel, the rules to closing the channel must be different, xLumi allows only424

the payer to close the channel at any point, and giving a period in which the state can425

still be updated. A bidirectional implementation may need to allow both parties to close426

the channel. It will still maintain the advantage of ensuring the correct state without427
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relying on punishments or third parties.428

5.2 Grace Period429

There is also a choice in the decision of the period in which the recipient is still allowed430

to broadcast an update to the state after the closing of the channel. Since the payer is431

allowed to close the channel at any point in this implementation, it is necessary for the432

recipient to be allowed some time to still update the state before the funds are distributed433

accordingly, in case there are still uncollected signatures. This grace period can either be434

decided within the implementation to ensure fairness between the two parties, or allow435

the payer to decide the allowed period. Allowing the payer to select the allowed period436

has the advantage of creating a more flexible payment channel, and allows the security437

for the recipient to be changed. The decision should be agreed on upon by both parties438

before the opening of the payment channel, otherwise the recipient can simply disregard439

the channel and refuse to provide the product or services. This potentially adds an extra440

level of complexity to opening payment channels.441

5.3 Payment Channel Network442

Just like the Lightning Network, nodes can be connected through unidirectional payment443

channels to allow payments to anyone within the connected network. An extra addition444

to the protocol may be required to allow for hashed time-locked contracts whereby par-445

ties can only spend the funds if they solve some hash function or the transaction times446

out from the time lock. This is not a trivial addition to the protocol, and any such447

implementations should undergo significant scrutiny in their design to ensure security.448
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Section 6 describes the expected uses of this payment channel, while there are many other449

potential applications, we discuss the most obvious areas of uses, and further clarify our450

design decisions. Section 7 concludes this paper, and reiterates the general problems that451

payment channels face, with how xLumi attempts deals with these issues.452

6 Usage Cases453

Figure 5 demonstrates a payment channel where all of its functionalities are utilised.454

The total number of saved transactions depend on the frequency of off-chain transactions455

compared to on-chain transactions. We define three levels of usage for xLumi contracts,456

each with their minimum number of on-chain transactions for the payer.457

• Level one: An xLumi channel that utilises only the create function. In this case,458

only one on-chain transactions is required.459

• Level two: An xLumi channel that utilises the create, unload, and abort func-460

tions. In this case, at least three on-chain transactions are required.461

• Level three: An xLumi that utilises all possible functionalities, create, unload,462

extend expiration time, load, and abort functions. In this case, the minimum463

number of on-chain transactions depend on the number of times the expiration time464

needs to be extended, and the number of times the channel needs to be loaded.465

It is likely that a level two usage of the contract is suitable for most use cases of payment466

channels. Therefore, users should consider utilising a payment channel if they expect to467

pay the recipient more than three times.468

6.1 Micropayments469

Payment channels allow users to send very small amounts of funds, since there is no need470

to pay for transaction fees, it would be feasible to send payments much lower than the471

transaction fee. This may be the case for service users with their providers. Services that472

charge by use may be impossible with traditional blockchain transactions, since paying473
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transaction fees can become very costly compared to small usage amounts. Payment474

channels open up the possibility for service providers to charge by use, and they can simply475

collect the funds once it accumulates high enough. xLumi will allow service providers to476

collect the funds at any point without the need to close the payment channel, so there is477

minimal opportunity cost to using the channel.478

For transactions where the transferred amount far exceeds the fees, it should be more479

practical to simply use traditional method of payment on the blockchain.480

6.2 High Frequency Transactions481

Payment channels allow instantaneous payments without needing transaction fees, so they482

could potentially be used for extremely high frequency transactions. Since blockchains483

have a limited transaction throughput, large volumes of transactions may need to span484

several blocks and therefore have a delay for settlement. For example, exchanges need to485

settle a very high volume of trades at all times, and will usually record the transactions486

and broadcast a final state to the relevant blockchains. Payment channels can replicate487

this function.488

It is expected that these will be the main scenarios for payment channel usage, high489

frequency and micropayments. These transactions will likely have a well defined payer490

and recipient and a unidirectional payment channel is sufficient. A notable usage case491

for bidirectional payment channels is its use in payment channel networks. However, it is492

very much possible to generate two unidirectional payment channels to achieve the same493

result as proposed in [7].494

6.3 Data Storage495

Decentralised data storage may rely on splitting data into a number of small parts and496

sending them to storage nodes [3, 4]. This means that data objects will not be sent and497

stored in its entirety directly. Payment channels can enable such decentralised storage498

methods by allowing data centres to charge per piece of data sent and successfully stored,499
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reducing the risk of users overpaying for data storage.500

7 Conclusion501

Payment channels can allow blockchains to scale without changes to protocol. Large502

amounts of transactions can be done out of the blockchain’s consensus framework, saving503

on computing power and storage space. Despite this, payment channels have a series of504

challenges it must overcome.505

The main problem with payment channels is that it is very difficult to enforce the final506

state of the payment channels, since every signed transaction is a valid on-chain trans-507

action, it is very difficult to ensure that no party cheats by broadcasting an older state508

that benefits them.509

7.1 Monitoring Malicious Activity510

In order to prevent cheating parties from broadcasting a state that benefits them and511

stealing funds, it is crucial that there is some mechanism to prevent this from happening.512

The Lightning Network [17] uses something called the punishment payment channel. The513

party that observes a dishonest broadcasting of an older state can take all of the funds in514

the channel within a certain period of time. This requires both parties to continuously515

monitor the blockchain to ensure neither party cheats. This can be somewhat expensive if516

the implemented time period is too short (since both parties must check the state at least517

once every period). However, if the time period is set to be too long, whoever decides to518

close the channel will have to wait for that amount of time before the funds are safely in519

their wallet, unless the channel is closed cooperatively.520

While xLumi retains the need to monitor the payment channel, this responsibility only521

lies with the recipient. It is also not possible for either party to act in a malicious manner,522

because it is not possible to broadcast an older state than the one currently recorded on523

chain.524
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7.2 Data Loss525

It is also possible that either party simply loses a few transactions from corruption or526

software bugs. In certain payment channel implementations, that party may end up being527

unable to close the channel and obtain any funds.528

This may be possible to solve by utilising a trusted third party to store transactions and529

signatures for particular payment channels. For most payment channel implementations,530

it should be impossible for the third party to use the signatures to obtain the funds.531

However, this may cause privacy concerns, and introduce an extra cost for using payment532

channels.533

The risk of data loss can be mitigated in xLumi since the state of the channel can be534

updated without the need to close the channel. This risk only applies to the recipient,535

who is the only party required to store signatures. The recipient can update the state536

of the channel whenever they wish, if they deem the amount paid to be sufficiently large537

such that the risk of losing it to data loss exceeds the amount saved in transaction fees.538

It is also possible to broadcast older states, if only newer states were lost.539

7.3 Summary of the Unidirectional Payment Channel Protocol540

A payment channel protocol called Super Luminal (”xLumi”) has been proposed in this541

paper that deals with the difficulty of determining the final state of the channel by542

controlling the funds using smart contracts in a very simple manner. The contracts store543

several important values including the amount deposited into the payment channel, the544

amount already taken from the channel by the recipient and an expiration timestamp545

of the channel. xLumi contracts only allow actions that increase these state variables,546

ensuring that only newer states can be recorded, it is therefore not possible for either547

party to cheat, this bypasses the need for any punishment system in place for cheating548

parties, or third parties to ensure the correctness of the payment channel state.549

xLumi also allows the recipient to obtain funds from the payment channel whenever they550

wish without closing the xLumi channel, which contrasts with current implementations551
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of the Lightning Network which has to close the channel before funds are distributed.552

This allows the recipient to control the amount of risk they are willing to take.553

The offline signatures by the payer cannot be taken back, but they can be lost to software554

bugs or hardware losses. Once the amount signed accumulates to some amount, the555

recipient can settle the signed payments on-chain, and the funds will be sent to their556

account and the risk of losing signatures can be mitigated.557

The payer in an xLumi channels is allowed to close the payment channel at any point,558

which activates a time period in which the recipient can still settle payment signatures559

on-chain. This time period should be implemented such that it is not expensive for the560

recipient to scan the blockchain once per period.561

This payment channel protocol drastically reduces the number of interactions and com-562

plexity of opening a payment channel, and does not require users store a new secret for563

every off-chain transaction made. The lower number of interactions reduces the number564

of places where the protocol can go wrong.565

The maximum amount of information needed to be stored locally while using an xLumi566

payment channel is a single signature. Once a newer signed payment message is received,567

the recipient can delete any old signatures. Without the need for a large number of secrets568

to be stored, mistakes in storing the keys is much less likely, and the memory required to569

maintain the channel does not increase with its age.570

7.4 Final Remarks571

Blockchains are often seen as a method of taking trust out of industries, with the majority572

of community valuing trustless protocols, because of this, blockchain protocols must prove573

that they cannot be broken except with negligible probability, and that any attacks would574

be infeasible. However, fundamentally, proofs are done in theory, and implementations575

may end up deviating from the theoretical model, it is necessary for users of a protocol576

to have some level of trust that the protocol is robust.577
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It may be that blockchains should not be seen as a method of taking trust out of existing578

industries, but because it creates a much lower baseline level of trust required for inter-579

actions than conventional methods, it can serve as a stepping stone for forming deeper580

relationships. The philosophy behind our design, is intended to lower the barrier of trust581

required to interact with one another, allowing relationships to be built where it was not582

possible before.583
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